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Welcome to Gamez Galore!

We specialise in developing and distributing high quality traditional and educational products to 
supply companies in the UK and Europe. We are constantly working on our brand, introducing new 
products to inspire you and your customers.
 
We take pride in the fact that all of our products are well designed and of an excellent quality 
whilst being affordable.

Our ethos is based on promoting non-violent family play and developing thinking skills. The tradi-
tional toys in our range have proven to stimulate children’s imagination allowing them to create new 
and exciting playing experiences. The family games we distribute have been carefully chosen and 
are suitable for both educational purposes and family time.

NEW FOR 2017: Explore our new sand & water toys, outdoor games & equipment and the 'EZ-Grip 
Ball' which has won awards for special needs children. We have also expanded our dolls range and 
traditional family board games as well as some fun 'Connecta' construction toys.

Whether you are an educational or retail supplier we would be delighted to discuss our range with 
you. If you have any specific requirements please do not hesitate to contact us.

Call: 0161 262 0992

EMaIl: info@gamezgalore.co.uk

WEB: www.gamezgalore.co.ukDe
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Number Blocks
Number blocks are an ideal tool to aid in 
teaching numeracy skills to younger and 
older learners. The 108 sturdy wooden 
blocks are colour-coded and include 
integers, fractions and mathematical 
symbols. Complete with storage bag 
and lesson plan which will make it fun 
for teachers and pupils alike.

Recommended Age: 3-12 years

AppRox. Size: 2 x 2 cm

pRoduct code: GGNB

 Blend Blocks
Designed by teachers for home 
and classroom use, blend blocks 
will develop literacy skills in a fun, 
stimulating and interactive way.  
The wooden blocks will withstand 
hours of rigorous classroom use. 
Set includes 66 blocks in a bag 
with a lesson plan of 28 multi-level 
activities and games. Suitable for 
multiple users and teams.

Recommended Age: 3-12 years

AppRox. Size: 2 x 2 cm

pRoduct code: GGBB

 Puzzle Octopus
The puzzle octopus is an innovative puzzle which 
connects the ABC  as well as the numbers 1-26 on 
the reverse. The wooden pieces come in a quality 
box with the puzzle’s outline to help younger learners.

Recommended Age: 5+

AppRox. Size: 18 x 24 x 2.5 cm

pRoduct code: 7918

Abacus
This modern abacus is cleverly designed 
with 10 arches which help visualise 
calculating sums. Includes over 100 
addition/subtraction sums for children to 
master these numeracy skills. 

Recommended Age: 6+

AppRox. Size: 30 x 4 x 14 cm

pRoduct code: 2138

Marbles
This pack of 80 classic marbles can be 
used for traditional game-play or for 
classroom use. Each bag comes with 
assorted sizes and colours of glass 
marbles.

Recommended Age: 3+

pRoduct code: GG4533
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Music Table - Natural
This sturdy beechwood music table is a 
must-have item to encourage children to 
discover their musical abilities! Featuring a 
colourful xylophone, a metal bell, 3 chunky 
wooden sticks and more.  

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 45 x 40 x 13.5 cm (H)

pRoduct code: 1166

Kid's Guitar
This classic wooden guitar is ideal as a first 
guitar for children to learn how to hold and 
play a guitar. Includes six tuneable strings 
just like a full-size guitar.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 63.5 cm (25 inches)

pRoduct code: GG3307

Motor Activity Cube
Seven sides of hands-on fun and games. 
Includes memory game, activity loops, 
puzzles and more. The motor activity cube 
will help develop fine motor skills, shape and 
colour recognition as well as logical thinking. 
Constructed from quality wood to ensure 
durability in busy settings.

Recommended Age:  1+

AppRox. Size: 55 x 55 x 47 cm

pRoduct code: 6094

Motor Training Table
Perfect for an active classroom. This large wooden motor training 
table will pique children's curiosity as they glide the colourful beads 
along the bendy paths. Assists in  developing fine motor skills and 
hand-eye coordination.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 49 x 49 x 90 cm

pRoduct code:4690

Music Table - Multicoloured
This brightly painted wooden music  
table comes with a xylophone, triangle,  
bell and drum to let children create  
their own music.  

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 45 x 22 x 25 cm 

pRoduct code: 2418

Music Table - White
This wooden music table is painted with fun dots and 
stripes. Includes a xylophone, triangle, bell and drum to 
help children develop their sense of rhythm.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 44 x 23 x 25 cm (Sticks: 20 x 1.5 cm)

pRoduct code: 10385

Musical Motor Table
This wooden musical motor table is ideal for 
children's first musical moments. Includes 
shapes, cogs and different tactile toys to 
develop motor skills.

Recommended Age: 2+

AppRox. Size: 47 cm (H) x 39 cm (Diameter) 

pRoduct code: 10321
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Threading Apple
This wooden threading apple has instant appeal and will 
help develop children’s fine motor skills as they patiently try 
to thread the small caterpillar through the holes in the apple.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 9 cm (H) x 8 cm (D)

pRoduct code: GG2429

Tricky Fingers
Tricky Fingers is a fun, fast, frantic game that challenges 
perceptual skills and finger dexterity. To play: Shake the puzzle 
box, turn over a pattern card and race a friend (or the clock) to 
manoeuvre the coloured balls into the right holes. Includes 2 
puzzle boxes plus 14 pattern cards which can be reversed to 
create your own unique patterns. Suitable for 1-2 players.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 5 x 27 x 20 cm

pRoduct code: GG8742

Toppletree
Toppletree is an innovative balancing construction game 
that requires steady hands and logical thinking. Comes 
with clear rules for fun game play which will keep both 
children and adults entertained! Younger children can also 
enjoy Toppletree  as a construction set to build their own 
creations. Suitable for 2-4 players. Playing time – approx. 
10 minutes.

Recommended Age: 4+

AppRox. Size: 30 x 4 x 14 cm

pRoduct code: TOPPLE

Wooden Threading Board
Wooden Threading Board which helps develop fine 
motor skills, counting and left to right sequencing. 
Also will assist with learning colours and improving 
concentration. Children of older ages will enjoy creating 
pictures or even words with the laces. Includes wooden 
threading board with 120 holes and coloured laces (red, 
green, yellow, blue, brown and orange).

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 18 x 15 x 1 cm

pRoduct code: GG2412

Grow 4 in a row but 
don't topple as you go! 

Threading Squares
Pack of 10 wooden weaving squares. Strong, versatile 
and easy to handle making them suitable for indoor or 
outdoor play. Ideal for formal and experimental work 
as well as weaving, threading and improving fine motor 
skills. Comes with instructions and ideas to get started. 
(Threads NOT included). 

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 15 x 15 cm

pRoduct code: GG2410
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Quality games which you can pass on to the next generation.

Traditional Wooden Chess
Play like the professionals with this quality 
wooden chess board and pieces. Includes 
letter and number notations.

Recommended Age: 6+

AppRox. Size: 30 x 30 x 2 cm

pRoduct code: GG0008

Traditional Wooden Snakes & Ladders
This wooden Snakes & Ladders game is great for helping 
children learn about numbers and counting up and down. 
Suitable for 2-6 players.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 30 x 30 x 2 cm

pRoduct code: GG0001

Traditional Wooden Draughts
Draughts is a great way to start teaching young children 
strategic thinking but it doesn’t stop there – this durable 
wooden draughts set can be enjoyed into adulthood!

Recommended Age: 5+

AppRox. Size: 30 x 30 x 2 cm

pRoduct code: GG0004

Traditional Wooden Solitaire Game
This wooden solitaire is a classic one-player strategy 
game. The polished wooden marbles can conveniently 
be placed in the circular groove as they are removed. 

Recommended Age: 6+

AppRox. Size: 3.5 cm (H) x 22 cm (D)

pRoduct code: GG0013

Wooden Folding Chess Set
Perfect for chess lovers, this durable wooden  
folding chess set is a convenient way to transport 
and safely store chess pieces ready to play even 
when on the go. Comes with folding wooden  
playing board/storage box plus chess pieces.

Recommended Age: 6+

AppRox. Size: 26 x 26 cm (when open)

pRoduct code: GG1044

BeSt 

SelleR
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Wooden Chinese Checkers
This wooden Chinese Checkers is a classic  strategy game 
which can be played by two, three, four or six people,  
individually or in pairs.  Each player moves their colour 
pieces, jumping over other pieces to get to the other side. The 
rules are simple, making it suitable for even young children.

Recommended Age: 6+

AppRox. Size: 3.6 cm (H) x 21 cm (D)

pRoduct code: GG0014

Wooden Shut the Box
Solid wood Shut the Box game, luxuriously lined with 
felt. Consists of nine numbers that can be flipped 
down, two dice and full instructions. Helps numeracy 
and strategic thinking skills. For one or more players.

Recommended Age: 6+

AppRox. Size: 20 x 28 x 3.5 cm

pRoduct code: GG0015

Travel Wooden Shut the Box
This compact wooden Shut the Box game is perfect for travel. Consists 
of nine numbers that can be flipped down, two dice and full instructions. 
Great for reinforcing mathematics. For one or more players.

Recommended Age: 6+

AppRox. Size: 13.5 x 9 x 2.5 cm

pRoduct code: GG1855

 Super Mastermind
Super Mastermind is played in the 
same way as the classic Mastermind 
but adds an extra level of challenge as 
players need to solve 5 pegs (rather 
than 4 as in the classic Mastermind). 
Includes instructions.

Recommended Age: 8+

AppRox. Size: 41 x 26 x 4 cm

pRoduct code: GG3418

Dominoes - White with Black Spots
This quality set of white Dominoes with black spots comes in 
a convenient travel case for playing on the go. For 2+ players.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 18 x 12 x 3 cm

pRoduct code: GG3452

Deluxe Dominoes
These Deluxe Dominoes come presented in multi-
packs containing several individual compact boxes 
for easily distributing this much-loved classic game. 
For 2+ players.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 22 x 5 x 2.5 cm

pRoduct code: 3289

Mastermind
This 2 player game involves a Codemaker and a Codebreaker. 
The Codemaker secretly sets up a line of code pegs in 
the secret code holes and the Codebreaker has to try and 
duplicate the colour and exact position of the hidden code 
pegs without ever seeing them. Includes instructions.

Recommended Age: 8+

AppRox. Size: 40 x 21 x 4 cm

pRoduct code: GG3419

BeSt 

SelleR
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 Scrabble - Original
Scrabble, the original word game for 2 to 4 players. Each player 
takes 7 letter tiles from the bag of tiles and tries to make the best 
word combinations on the board. Score the highest points based 
on letter values as well as premium squares to win. Contains tile 
bag, score cards and plastic tiles.

Recommended Age: 10+

AppRox. Size: 37 x 27 x 4 cm

pRoduct code: GG3410

 Scrabble - Junior
Children can enjoy scrabble at their reading level with this 
Junior Scrabble. Comes with a double-sided playing board for 
two different word linking games to encourage reading and 
word recognition. For 2 or more players.

Recommended Age: 6-10

AppRox. Size: 37 x 27 x 5 cm

pRoduct code: GG3411

 Pictionary
Pictionary is an addictive game of quick draw. Team 
work is needed for quick drawing and good guess work. 
Includes game board, one minute hour-glass timer, 
cards, movers, pencils, pads, a card holder and dice.

Recommended Age: 12+

AppRox. Size: 40 x 17.5 x 6.5 cm

pRoduct code: GG3413

 Guess Who
The original mystery face guessing you know and love! Narrow down your 
guesses with yes or no questions. Once you have the answer, make your 
guess. Comes with 2 boards, suitable for 2 players.

Recommended Age: 6+

AppRox. Size: 39.6 x 25.8 x 4 cm

pRoduct code: GG3412

 Connect 4
In this classic Connect 4 game, you and your opponent get 21 checkers 
each and the chance to get 4 in a row. But you both get the chance to 
block the other’s attempts to connect with your own checkers! The first 
to get 4 in a row horizontally, vertically, or diagonally wins the game.

Recommended Age: 6+

AppRox. Size: 39.8 x 26 x 4.2 cm

pRoduct code: GG3415

Monopoly
Monopoly is the fast-dealing property trading game that will have 
the whole family buying, selling, trading and having hours of fun.

Recommended Age: 8+

AppRox. Size: 40.4 x 27 x 5.6 cm

pRoduct code: GG3416

Uno
This classic card game involves 
players taking turns matching cards 
in their hand with the current card 
shown in the deck. Match by colour 
or number and watch out for Wild 
cards! When a player has one card 
left, they shout 'Uno!' Once they get 
rid of all their cards, they win. For 2 or 
more players. Includes 108 cards and 
instructions.

Recommended Age: 7+

AppRox. Size: 14 x 2.25 x 9 cm

pRoduct code: GG3439

 Ludo
This traditional style Ludo game is 
simple for even young players and 
enjoyable for older ones. Board folds 
with double cloth seam for durability.

Recommended Age: 4+

AppRox. Size: 39 x 21 x 4.5 cm

pRoduct code: GG3430

 Junior Pictionary
This Junior Pictionary is the game of quick 
draw designed especially for kids. They have 
sixty seconds to sketch the words while oth-
ers guess. Double-sided cards for two levels 
of difficulty. For 3 or more players (or teams).

Recommended Age: 7-12

AppRox. Size: 40 x 17.5 x 6 cm

pRoduct code: GG3414
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 Scooter (3-wheel)
A great 3-wheel scooter with sturdy frame, 
adjustable handle height and 2 wheels at the front 
to help with balance and steering. Suitable for up 
to 40 kg. Available in Black, Red, Pink, Dark Blue, 
Light Blue, Orange or Light Green.

Recommended Age: 5-12

AppRox. Size: 54 x 22.5 x 67 cm

pRoduct code: GG0091

Wooden Throwing Game (Quoits)
Players throw the rope rings over the sticks of this wooden 
throwing game to score points. Game can be dismantled 
and assembled quickly making it easily portable.

Recommended Age: 5+

AppRox. Size: 50 x 50 x 17 cm

pRoduct code: GG2932

 Crazy Golf
This compact set makes a custom-built fun and challenging 
crazy golf circuit. Complete with wooden clubs, balls, 
rings and various obstacles plus scoring cards. 

Recommended Age: 5+

AppRox. Size: 58 cm (Club)

pRoduct code: 1504

 Pogo Stick - Foldable
Robust metal pogo stick. Footrests and handlebars fold up 
for compact storage and transportation. 

Recommended Age: 5+

AppRox. Size: 89 cm (Height from floor to handle)

  66 cm (Height from foot pad to handle)

pRoduct codeS: GG0081R (RED), GG00841B (BLUE)

BeSt 

SelleR

BeSt 
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 Pogo Stick - Flame
Black metal pogo stick with flame design.

Recommended Age: 5+

AppRox. Size: 89 cm (Height from floor to handle)

  66 cm (Height from foot pad to handle)

pRoduct code: GG0084

www.gamezgalore.co.uk
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Sandpit Digger
An innovative metal sandpit digger which will take sand 
play to the next level! Children can control the digger 
head through use of handles to lift and dump sand.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 135 x 70 x 60 cm

pRoduct code: GG0063

Digger On Wheels
Children will feel like real construction workers when they ride this metal digger on 
wheels. Ideal for playing in sand, it rotates up to 360 degrees. Lightweight but sturdy.  

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 104 x 33 x 58 cm. Seat height: 35 cm.  
  Wheel diameter: 20 cm.

pRoduct code: GG0055

 Bumper Sand Set
Bumper sand set including 27 plastic 
sand and water toys.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: varied

pRoduct code: GG8787

Sand and 

water toys to 

experiment 

with.

 Cement Mixer
This cement mixer toy adds constructive 
fun to the sandpit. Includes plastic shovel.

Recommended Age: 12 months+

AppRox. Size: 28 x 10 x 18 cm (truck)

pRoduct code: 8790

 Bucket Set
This flower-shaped sand bucket set comes with 7 pieces 
in total including bucket with handle, sand sifter lid, 
shovel, rake, watering can and 2 animal sand moulds.

Recommended Age: 12 months+

AppRox. Size: 21 x 18 cm (bucket)

pRoduct code: 8791

Moulds
This set of 4 colourful moulds is a popular 
choice for imaginative sand playing.

Recommended Age: 12 months+

AppRox. Size: 8 x 8 x 6 cm

pRoduct code: 8782

 Sand Castles
These three colourful sand castle moulds will 
make building sand castles easy!

Recommended Age: 12 months+

AppRox. Size: 8 x 8 x 10 cm to 17 x 8 x 10 cm

pRoduct code: 8780

 Sandpit Mill Set
This 8 piece set includes a fascinating sandpit mill – pour 
sand in the top and watch the wheels rotate as it flows 
through. Includes a shovel, rake, 4 moulds and a watering can.

Recommended Age: 12 months+

AppRox. Size: 12 x 12 x 30 cm (mill)

pRoduct code: 8786

Dive Rings - set of 4
Weighted on one side to stand upright on 
pool bottom. Individually coloured/marked.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 15.2 cm (Diameter)

pRoduct code: GG7017

Dive Sticks - set of 4
Weighted to stand vertically on pool 
bottom. Individually coloured/marked.

Recommended Age: 3+

pRoduct code: GG7013

 Egg Flips - pack of 5
A training aid for teaching breathing technique. 
Each side is a bright contrasting colour.

Recommended Age: 3+

pRoduct code: GG7015

Super 

swimming 

products. 
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Climbing Equipment
These climbing apparatus are made from durable materials suitable for both 

outdoor and indoor use. Metal rings enable easy attachment to hooks, trees or 
climbing frames. Ideal for practising climbing and balancing skills.

Recommended Age: 5+

Rope Ladder 
AppRox. Size: 180 x 30 cm

pRoduct code: GG1490

 Climbing Rope
AppRox. Size: 220 x 2.5 cm

pRoduct code: GG1499

Red Swing Disk
AppRox. Size: 175 cm (L) x 28 cm (D)

pRoduct code: GG1489

Wooden Seat Swing
AppRox. Size: 110 x 40 x 14 cm
pRoduct code: GG1047

Wooden Trapeze Bar
AppRox. Size: 180 cm (L) x 45 cm (W)  
  x 14 cm (Handle Height)
pRoduct code: GG1486

 Skipping Ropes - Natural x 10 
Pack of 10 natural skipping ropes available in a variety 
of lengths. Plain sealed ends. 9.5 mm diameter.

Size: 1.8 m (L) pRoduct code: GG6026

Size: 2.7 m (L) pRoduct code: GG6027

Size: 3.65 m (L) pRoduct code: GG6028

 Garden Set
Excellent for home or school gardens. Children will love experiencing 
nature whilst caring for their garden with these 6 metal and wood 
tools and spray watering can all complete in a sturdy carry bag.

Recommended Age: 3+

pRoduct code: GG1712

Metal Cart - Red
This metal cart has a handle bar which 
can be steered to pull items along.  
Can be used indoors or outdoors.  
Tray dimensions: 52 x 26 cm 
Approx. handle height: 68 cm

Recommended Age: 3+

pRoduct code: 14060

Metal Wheelbarrow
This metal wheelbarrow is a great 
way to transport gardening or 
other items.
Tray dimensions: 40 x 30 cm
Tray depth: 10 cm
Approx. handle height: 60 cm

Recommended Age: 3+

pRoduct code: 14059

Metal Cart - Yellow
This metal cart can be pulled along 
using the handle to conveniently 
transport objects from place to place. 
Can be used indoors or outdoors. 
Tray dimensions: 32 x 19 cm
Approx. handle height: 39 cm

Recommended Age: 3+

pRoduct code: 3905

www.gamezgalore.co.uk
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E-Z to catch, throw and kick.

Tough and waterproof for active play. 

 EZ Grip Balls
The New E-Z Grip™ Ball has a soft, but tough, stretchy outer web combined with 
a durable, inflatable inner ball. It provides high-bounce performance with a great 
grip and a fun, unique look! These balls are E-Z to catch, throw and kick. They’re 
also tough and waterproof for active play and can bounce on any surface… 
including grass, sand and water! They’re also great for pool and beach!  
Assorted colours available plus a choice of 3 ball types.

Recommended Age: 3+

Medium Football 
AppRox. diAmeteR: 16 cm 

pRoduct code: GGEZ10000

Large Football
AppRox. diAmeteR: 21 cm

pRoduct code: GGEZ20000

Proud recipient of several awards including:  

American Football
AppRox. length: 24 cm

pRoduct code: GGEZ30000

Einstein, da Vinci & Goldberg - Best of Show Toy Fair NY

National Parenting Center Seal of Approval

Lekotek/AblePlay Special Needs Award

neW  

ARRiVAl
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 Parachute Canopy - Nylon
Multicoloured nylon parachute canopy with reinforced grip strap han-
dles fitted at intervals around the perimeter. Supplied in drawstring bag. 

12 Handles: Size: 3.8 m (Diameter) pRoduct code: GG6039

16 Handles: Size: 5.5 m (Diameter) pRoduct code: GG6040

20 Handles: Size: 7 m (Diameter) pRoduct code: GG6041

24 Handles: Size: 9 m (Diameter) pRoduct code: GG6042

Disc Target Set
Circular target with coloured concentric rings. 
Supplied with min. 6 balls in 2 or more colours. 
Supplied with a storage bag.

AppRox. Size: 150 cm (Diameter)

pRoduct code: GG6045

Whistles - Plastic x 12
Pack of 12, medium size pea whistles.

pRoduct code: GG6033

 Coloured Tennis Balls x 12
Pack of 12 tennis style balls for a variety of ball 
games. 3 of each colour; red, green, blue and yellow.

AppRox. Size: 6.5 cm (Diameter)

pRoduct code: GG6006

Multi-markers/Cones
Set of 100 semi-hemispherical cones excellent for sports games and 
races. Easy to stack on carrying handle. 20 each of 5 different colours.

AppRox. Size: 20 cm

pRoduct code: GG6035

Number Bean Bags 1-10
Set of 10 coloured bean bags printed with 1-10 in words, numbers 
and dot format. Filled with plastic beads small enough not to cause a 
choking hazard. Double stitched with inner bag.

AppRox. Size: 12 x 12 cm

pRoduct code: GG6016

 Balance/Wobble Board
Used to aid in posture and balance. Made from anti-slip plastic.

AppRox. Size: 39.5 cm (Diameter)

pRoduct code: GG5004

www.gamezgalore.co.uk
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 Figure of Eight Wooden Train Set
A great starter wooden train set in a classic figure of eight shape. Children will 
enjoy pushing the magnetic trains around, over and under the bridge. The set 
includes several little people, trees and signs to create an imaginative scene. 
Pieces are compatible with other leading wooden rail systems.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: Layout Size: 65 x 23 cm

pRoduct code: WTS40

Wooden Train Set
A classic wooden train set with over 100 pieces including magnetic trains, little 
people, trees and assorted vehicles which will keep the adventure going for hours 
of fun play. Includes bridge and level crossing. Pieces are compatible with other 
leading wooden rail systems.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: Layout Size: 76 x 102 cm

pRoduct code: WTS100

Enjoy endless possibilities to construct and explore.

 School Bus
Hop on the school bus! Brightly 
coloured wooden bus includes 
removable roof and little passengers.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 36 x 13 x 13 cm

pRoduct code: 7535

Wooden Traffic Signs
Learning about road safety is made 
easier with these wooden traffic 
signs. 18 pieces included.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 9 x 4 x 1 cm

pRoduct code: 7064

BeSt 

SelleR
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Domino Rally
Great patience and concentration is needed to build 
a domino rally and then one little tap and watch them 
all cascade along one by one... Set contains approx. 
250 pieces including steps arch and bell to take the 
domino rally to the next level! 

Recommended Age: 5+

AppRox. Size: 2.3 x 4.4 cm (Domino Piece)

pRoduct code: GG0144

 Click Clack Racetrack
Children are fascinated with this brilliant wooden 
click clack racetrack as they watch the 4 little cars 
'click clack' their way down the coloured ramps all 
the way to the bottom. 

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 10 x 30 x 28 cm

pRoduct code: GG0011
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 Coloured Wooden Blocks
A classic construction toy which children will love to stack, build and knock 
down. Containing 100 wooden blocks in four colours and 9 shapes that will help 
develop children's colour and shape recognition as well as fine motor skills.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: Ranges from 3 x 2 cm to 6 x 3 cm

pRoduct code: GG7079

 Large Natural Wooden Blocks
Natural wooden building blocks are an eco-friendly 
way to help children develop their fine motor skills 
and hand-to-eye coordination as they pile them 
up to make towers or create unique buildings. 
Contains 50 large blocks of assorted shapes in a 
linen drawstring bag.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 12 x 6 x 1 cm

pRoduct code: GG7072

 Small Natural Wooden Blocks
Natural wooden building bricks in assorted 
shapes. Contains 100 blocks in a linen 
drawstring bag.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 9 x 3 x 1 cm

pRoduct code: GG7073
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 Connecta Straw Game
A fun construction game where children can create large or small models 
from flexible straws. Contains 400 pieces! Includes 230 multicoloured 
straws (20cm long, 7mm wide), 170 connectors and clips. Helps develop 
and stimulate children's imagination and motor skills. Packaged in a sturdy 
storage box with easy-clip lid and carry handle for convenient storage.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 27 x 18.8 x 11.6 cm

pRoduct code: QL022

 Connecta Flower Game
Children will have endless creative opportunities with this simple but fun toy. Slot the 
colourful flower-shaped pieces to form a creative model. Comes in a sturdy plastic 
storage tub with convenient carry handle. Ideas included. Contains 400 pieces. 

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 20 x 12 x 12 cm

pRoduct code: QL004
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Doll's Pram
White varnished wooden pram 
with wood/rubber wheels will 
give a smooth ride when taking 
out baby doll.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 28 x 52 x 53 cm

pRoduct code: GG0064

White Doll's Highchair
This white varnished wooden high chair 
with heart design is a great accessory 
for feeding baby doll. (Doll not included).

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 26 x 20 x 50 cm

pRoduct code: GG0009

 Pink and White Doll's Highchair
A beautifully decorated high chair from sturdy 
wood will make feeding baby doll a real pleasure.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 26 x 20 x 50 cm

pRoduct code: GG0016

 Pink and White Doll's Bed
This luxury pink and white varnished wooden 
doll's bed is elegantly decorated with heart 
and butterfly shapes. It can be rocked gently 
back and forth to help baby doll fall fast asleep. 
Comes complete with mattress,  
bedding and pillow.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 49 x 37 x 36 cm

pRoduct code: GG0027
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 Pink Doll's Bed with Drawer
This pink and white wooden doll's bed is a 
dream come true with mattress, pillow and 
bedding as well as a pull-out storage drawer to 
keep doll's clothes and accessories.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 53 x 29 x 33 cm

pRoduct code: GG0012

 Solid Doll's Bed with Cupboard 
This exquisite doll's bed is combined with a 
2-door cupboard underneath to store doll's items. 
Swivel casters make it easy to transport or rock 
baby doll to sleep. Pink bed frame, pillow and 
blanket included.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 31 x 58 x 54 cm

pRoduct code: GG0025

White Doll's Cradle
This fabulous white varnished wooden cradle is 
excellent quality and beautifully decorated with 
moon and star shapes. It can be rocked gently 
back and forth to help baby doll fall fast asleep. 
Comes complete with mattress,  
bedding and pillow.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 49 x 37 x 36 cm

pRoduct code: GG0002
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Wicker Doll's Pram
This wicker doll's pram is a much loved classic. 
Sturdy metal frame with rubber wheels and soft 
cosy interior.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 40 x 32 x 49 cm

pRoduct code: 8750

Natural Wooden Doll's Highchair
This high chair made of varnished natural wood is 
perfectly designed for making feeding baby doll easy 
and fun!

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 47 x 21 x 20 cm

pRoduct code: GG0019

Natural Wooden Doll's Cradle
This natural coloured wooden doll's cradle 
with heart motif is a great way for gently 
rocking baby doll to sleep. (Doll not included).

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 56 x 31 x 28 cm

pRoduct code: GG0017

Natural wood doll's furniture looks great in any setting, is 
easy to clean and will still look good after years of use.

www.gamezgalore.co.uk
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Nativity Set
This hand carved wooden nativity 
scene includes 23 colourful parts 
for endless imaginary play.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 37 x 26 x 14 cm

pRoduct code: 1839

 Sword 'Star Knight'
This 'Star Knight' laminated wooden sword with 
broad blade is a great prop for historical role playing.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 66 x 16 x 2 cm

pRoduct code: 7755

Noah's Ark
Painted wooden Noah's Ark with 
animals and moveable ramp. 
Includes 18 pieces.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 27 x 26 x 22 cm

pRoduct code: 1508

 Bendy Pirate Dolls
A set of 6 wooden bendy pirate dolls 
including the captain and all his crew. 

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 6 x 3.5 x 11 cm

pRoduct code: 1955

Dolls - Friends
Adorable set of 6 wooden doll friends with bendy limbs. 
Great for acting out children's daily adventures!

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 6 x 3 x 10 cm

pRoduct code: 2955

 Pirate Ship
Set sail with this quality wooden 'Skull and 
Crossbones' Pirate Ship which is the pride 
of every buccaneer! Comes with a rear flap, 
detachable middle section and storage space 
for Pirate's booty. Includes 3 cannons with 
movable tubes to really get the adventure 
started!

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 85 x 97 x 125 cm

pRoduct code: 1163

www.gamezgalore.co.uk
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 Service Station
This high quality pinewood service station is 
well equipped with wooden bucket, sponge, 
wiper and even a credit card machine! The 
petrol pump comes with a rope hosepipe to 
fuel up those little cars. Complete with  
storage shelves to run a small shop.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 85 x 97 x 125 cm

pRoduct code: 2237

 Children's Metal Safe
Metal safe with coin slot and code 
lock for keeping children's money 
and treasures secure. AVAILABLE 
COLOURS: Red, Blue and Black.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 13 x 10 x 14 cm

pRoduct codeS: 

GG1041R (RED)

GG1041BL (BLUE), 

GG1041BA (BLACK)

Workbench
A dream come true for DIY lovers. This workbench 
is fully equipped with a drill, vice, hammer, screw-
driver, screws & lots more!

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 48 x 30 x 47 cm

pRoduct code: 1538

 Toolbox
The perfect toolbox for little 
craftsmen. Comes with over 10 
super solid wooden tools in a con-
venient case with carry handle. 

Recommended Age: 5+

AppRox. Size: 24 x 6 x 31 cm

pRoduct code: GG2079
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 Ironing Board
Children will love this foldable ironing board 
complete with cloth cover and wooden iron.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 74 x 20 x 55 cm

pRoduct code: 8303

Metal Cooking Set
This full cooking set is what you need for little 
chefs in the making! Includes oven glove, 
utensils, storage rack, pots and colander. 
Contains 13 items.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. height: 3.5 cm 

diAmeteR of potS:  8 cm and 10 cm

pRoduct code: GG0268

Metal Cooking Pots & Utensils
These metal cooking pots and utensils will 
make play cooking much more real! Contains 
11 pieces.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 3.5 cm (H) x 9 cm (Diameter)

pRoduct code: 8953

Pretend play is crucial in helping children learn how 
to interact with their environment in a safe way.

 Clothes Horse
Hanging up laundry can be done 
just like at home with this classic 
wooden clothes horse, perfect for 
hanging all those doll's clothes. 
Can be folded when not in use.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 55 x 42 x 66 cm

pRoduct code: 7252

 Hand Puppets
These plush hand puppets are great 
for entertaining little children and they 
can even have a go themselves. Hand 
washable. Set of 4 friendly animals.

Recommended Age: 3+

AppRox. Size: 13 x 17 x 24 cm

pRoduct code: 4647

 Tiger Costume
This soft tiger costume will really get 
young children feeling fierce from head 
to tail. Size is suitable for 2-3 year olds.

Recommended Age: 2-3 years

AppRox. Size: 32 x 30 x 80 cm

pRoduct code: 5630
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Have fun bouncing and boinging!

A pogo stick with a difference.

Mom's Choice Silver Award Winner

Parents Choice Silver Award Winner

South African Toy Association - Outdoor Toy of the Year

Proud recipient of several 
awards including: 

Zoingo Boingo Pogo Stick
The Zoingo Boingo freestyle pogo is a pogo stick 
with a difference. Featuring a rugged stretchable 
cord connected to a custom grip handle and a 
sure-grip foot platform with durable bouncing ball 
to give great control. 

Children hug the ball with both feet, bend their 
knees, stretch up on the cord and jump, twist 
in the air and have fun bouncing and boinging. 
The elastic cord stretches with their height and 
movements. It's an exciting fun way to develop 
gross motor skills, balance and keep fit too.

Pogo stretches from 65 cm to 82 cm high.

Choose from colours: Green, Orange or Yellow.

Recommended Age: 8+

pRoduct code: GGZB


